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Abstract
A word of length n over a 1nite alphabet A is a map from {0; : : : ; n − 1} into A. A partial
word of length n over A is a partial map from {0; : : : ; n− 1} into A. In the latter case, elements
of {0; : : : ; n−1} without image are called holes (a word is just a partial word without holes). In
this paper, we extend a fundamental periodicity result on words due to Fine and Wilf to partial
words with two or three holes. This study was initiated by Berstel and Boasson for partial words
with one hole. Partial words are motivated by molecular biology. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The study of the combinatorial properties of strings of symbols from a 1nite alphabet
is profoundly connected to numerous 1elds such as biology, computer science, and
mathematics. The symbols from the alphabet are also referred to as letters and the
strings as words. The stimulus for recent works on combinatorics of 1nite words is
the study of molecules such as DNA that play a central role in molecular biology
[1, 2, 4–6, 8–10]. In particular, partial words appear in comparing genes. Alignment of
two sequences can be viewed as a construction of two partial words that are said to
be compatible in a sense that was described in Ref. [2].
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This paper relates to a periodicity result on words. We extend a result of Fine and
Wilf in Ref. [7] to partial words with two or three holes. This study was initiated in
Ref. [2] when only one hole is allowed.
We 1rst review in Section 2 basic properties of words, we discuss in Section 3
periodicity on words and partial words, and then give in Sections 4 and 5 our results
on periodicity on partial words with two or three holes (partial words with four or
more holes will be the subject of another paper). For more information on the matters
discussed in Sections 2 and 3, see Refs. [11] or [3].
2. Preliminaries
This section is devoted to the concepts of words and partial words.
2.1. Words
Let A be a nonempty 1nite set, or an alphabet. Elements of A are called letters and
1nite sequences of letters of A are called words over A. The unique sequence of length
0, denoted by , is called the empty word. The set of all words over A of 1nite length
(greater than or equal to 0) is denoted by A∗. It is a monoid under the associative
operation of concatenation or product of words ( serves as identity) and is referred
to as the free monoid generated by A. Similarly, the set of all nonempty words over
A is denoted by A+. It is a semigroup under the operation of concatenation of words
and is referred to as the free semigroup generated by A. The set of all words over A
of length n is denoted by An (A∗= ⋃n¿0 An and A+ = ⋃n¿0 An). A language over A
is a set of words in A∗.
A word of length n over A can be de1ned by a map u : {0; : : : ; n − 1}→A and is
usually represented as u= a0a1 : : : an−1 with ai ∈A (the length of u or n is denoted by
|u|).
A word u is a pre8x (respectively, su9x) of the word v if there exists a word x
such that v= ux (respectively, v= xu). A word u is a factor of the word v if there
exist words x and y such that v= xuy (u is called proper if u = v).
2.2. Partial words
Throughout this section, we let A be a 1nite alphabet.
A partial word u of length n over A is a partial map u : {0; : : : ; n−1}→A. If 06i¡n,
then i belongs to the domain of u (denoted by Domain(u)) in case u(i) is de1ned and
i belongs to the set of holes of u (denoted by Hole(u)) otherwise. A word over A is
a partial word over A with an empty set of holes.
Let u be a partial word of length n over A. The companion of u (denoted by uo) is
the map uo : {0; : : : ; n− 1}→A∪{o} de1ned by
uo(i) =
{
u(i) if i ∈ Domain(u);
o otherwise:
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The bijectivity of the map u 
→ uo allows us to de1ne for partial words concepts such
as concatenation in a trivial way. The symbol o is viewed as a “do not know” symbol
and not as a “do not care” symbol as in pattern matching. The word uo= abbobocbb is
the companion of the partial word u of length 9 where Domain(u)= {0; 1; 2; 4; 6; 7; 8}
and Hole(u)= {3; 5}.
3. Periodicity
Periodicity is one of the fundamental properties of words. In Section 3.1, we discuss
periodicity on words and in Section 3.2 periodicity on partial words. Throughout the
paper, i (modp) denotes the remainder when dividing i by p using ordinary integer
division. We also write i ≡ j (modp) to mean that i and j have the same remainder
when divided by p; in other words, that p divides j − i.
3.1. Words
Let A be a 1nite alphabet. If u= a0 : : : an−1 with ai ∈A, then a period of u is a
positive integer p such that ai = ai+p for 06i¡n−p. The smallest such p is referred
to as the period of u and is denoted by p(u). Note that any p¿|u| is a period of u.
A word u∈A+ is called periodic if |u|¿2p(u).
The following periodicity result of Fine and Wilf intuitively determines how far two
periodic events have to match in order to guarantee a common period.
Theorem 1 (Fine and Wilf [7]). Let p and q be positive integers and let u be a word.
If u has periods p and q and |u|¿p+ q− gcd(p; q); then u has period gcd(p; q).
The bound p+ q− gcd(p; q) turns out to be optimal. With reference to this result,
Wp;q denotes the set of all words of length p + q − 2 having coprime periods p and
q, and let PER=
⋃
gcd(p; q)=1 Wp;q. Thus, a word u belongs to PER if it is a power
of a single letter or if it is a word of maximal length for which the theorem of Fine
and Wilf does not apply. For each pair (p; q) of coprimes, it is well known that Wp;q
contains exactly one word (up to a renaming) which moreover is binary. For example,
the word of length 12 in PER having periods 5 and 9 is aaabaaaabaaa. The set PER
has remarkable combinatorial properties [6].
3.2. Partial words
In this section, we give a brief overview of Berstel and Boasson’s periodicity on
partial words [2].
Let A be a 1nite alphabet and let u be a partial word over A. A period of u is a
positive integer p such that u(i)= u(j) whenever i; j∈Domain(u) and i ≡ j (modp).
In such a case, we call u p-periodic. Similarly, a local period of u is a positive integer
p such that u(i)= u(i + p) whenever i; i + p∈Domain(u). In such a case, we call u
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locally p-periodic. The partial word with companion abbobocbb is locally 3-periodic
but is not 3-periodic. The latter shows a diKerence between partial words and words
since every locally p-periodic word is p-periodic. Another diKerence worth noting is
the fact that even if the length of a partial word u is a multiple of a local period of
u, then u is not necessarily a power of a shorter partial word.
Berstel and Boasson proved a variant of Theorem 1 for partial words. Their result
holds for partial words with one hole but does not hold for partial words with two
holes.
Theorem 2 (Berstel and Boasson [2]). Let p and q be positive integers and let u be a
partial word satisfying ‖Hole(u)‖=1. If u is locally p-periodic and locally q-periodic
and |u|¿p+ q; then u is gcd(p; q)-periodic.
The bound p + q turns out to be optimal (aaaabaaaaoaa has one hole, is locally
5-periodic and locally 8-periodic, has length 12=5+8−1, but is not 1-periodic). Theo-
rem 2 does not hold for two holes (aboabaoba has two holes, is locally 3-periodic and
locally 5-periodic, has length ¿3+5, but is not 1-periodic). Note that if gcd(p; q)= 1,
then Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1 (consider vo= uo or vo= ou where u is a word
satisfying Theorem 1’s assumptions).
4. Partial words with two holes
In this section, we extend Theorems 1 and 2 to two holes. The de1nition of (2; p; q)-
special partial word is crucial for this extension. Intuitively, a partial word u is (2; p; q)-
special if there exists a position in u (suitably bounded) that is p away from a hole
of u and q away from another hole of u.
Denition 1. Let p and q be positive integers satisfying p¡q. A partial word u is
called (2; p; q)-special if at least one of the following holds:
(1) q=2p and there exists p6i¡|u| − 2q such that i + p; i + q∈Hole(u).
(2) There exists 06i¡p such that i + p; i + q∈Hole(u).
(3) There exists |u| − p6i¡|u| such that i − p; i − q∈Hole(u).
If p and q are positive integers satisfying p¡q and gcd(p; q)= 1, then the in1nite
sequence (abp−1obq−p−1obn)n¿0 consists of binary (2; p; q)-special partial words with
two holes that are locally p-periodic and locally q-periodic but not 1-periodic. Note
that there are p possible sets of holes in De1nition 1(2); (3).
Lemma 1. Let q be an integer satisfying q¿1. Let u be a partial word such that
‖Hole(u)‖=2 and assume that u is not (2; 1; q)-special. If u is locally 1-periodic and
locally q-periodic and |u|=2q+ 1; then u is 1-periodic.
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Proof. Note that if uo= ov or uo= vo for some partial word v with one hole, then
the result holds by Theorem 2. Otherwise, the set Hole(u) having two elements, put
Hole(u)= {k1; k2} where k1¡k2. To see that u is 1-periodic, put
u(i) =


a1 if i ¡ k1;
a2 if k1 ¡ i ¡ k2;
a3 if i ¿ k2
for some a1; a2; a3. In the rest of the proof, whenever we talk about a2 we assume that
k1¡k2 − 1 (otherwise a2 does not exist). We will show that a1 = a2 = a3.
If k1 = 1, then k2 = q since u is not (2; 1; q)-special. In this case, u(2) : : : u(2q) is
1-periodic by Theorem 2 and so a2 = a3 = a say. We get a1 = u(0)= u(q)= a.
Now, assume that k1¿1. If k1¡q, then u(k1 + 1) : : : u(2q) has one hole and is
therefore 1-periodic by Theorem 2 and so a2 = a3 = a say. Since q and 1+q cannot be
both holes, we conclude that a1 = u(0)= u(q)= a or a1 = u(1)= u(1+q)= a. If k1 = q,
then k2 = 2q− 1 since u is not (2; 1; q)-special. In this case, a2 = u(1 + q)= u(1)= a1
and a3 = u(2q − 1)= u(q − 1)= a1. If k1¿q, then a2 = u(k1 + 1)= u(k1 + 1− q)= a1
and a3 = u(2q)= u(q)= a1.
We now prove two lemmas similar to Lemma 1 (Lemmas 2 and 3) for relatively
prime integers p and q satisfying 1¡p¡q. In their proofs, we use the following
notation. Let u be a locally p-periodic and locally q-periodic partial word such that
‖Hole(u)‖=2. The set Hole(u) having two elements, put Hole(u)= {h1 + k1p; h2 +
k2p} where 06h1; h2¡p and h1 + k1p¡h2 + k2p. Lemmas 2 and 3 show that if u
is not (2; p; q)-special and |u|=2(p + q) − 1, then u is 1-periodic (Lemma 2 treats
the case where h1 = h2 and Lemma 3 the case where h1 = h2). By putting q=mp+ r
where m¿0 and 0¡r¡p, we have k262m + 2 if 2r − 1¿p, and k262m + 1 if
2r− 1¡p (since h2 + k2p62(p+ q)− 2). We can divide u into p-blocks u=B0B1 : : :
where Bi = u(ip + 0)u(ip + 1) : : : u(ip + (p − 1)). In both Lemmas 2 and 3, we
can assume that the 1rst and last positions of u are not holes (see the proof of
Lemma 1).
Lemma 2. Let p and q be relatively prime integers satisfying 1¡p¡q. Let u be a
partial word such that ‖Hole(u)‖=2 and assume that u is not (2; p; q)-special. If u
is locally p-periodic and locally q-periodic and h1 = h2 and |u|=2(p+ q)− 1; then u
is 1-periodic.
Proof. Put h1 = h2 = h (here k1¡k2). Consider the map f : {0; : : : ; p − 1} → {0; : : : ;
p − 1} de1ned as follows. For all i∈{0; : : : ; p − 1}, f(i) is the unique integer in
{0; : : : ; p−1} which is congruent to i+q (modp). It follows that fj(i)= i+jq (modp)
for all j¿0. Consequently, fp(i)= i and fj(i) =fk(i) for 06j¡k¡p. The equal-
ity {i; f(i); f2(i); : : : ; fp−1(i)}= {0; : : : ; p− 1} hence holds for 06i¡p. The equality
{f(h); : : : ; fp−1(h)}= {0; : : : ; p−1}\{h} holds and we have u(f(h))= u(f2(h))= · · ·
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= u(fp−1(h)). Consequently, u(j)= a for j ∈ {0; : : : ; p − 1}\{h} for some a. To see
that u is 1-periodic, note that Bi(j)= a for j = h and
Bi(h) =


a1 if i ¡ k1;
a2 if k1 ¡ i ¡ k2;
a3 if i ¿ k2
for some a1; a2; a3. We will show that a1 = a2 = a3 = a.
If k1¿0, then u(h)= a1. In this case, h+ q=(h+ r) + mp ≡ h (modp) and conse-
quently a1 = u(h)= u(h+ q)= a.
If k1¡k2 − 1, then u(h+ (k1 + 1)p)= a2. In this case, if m¿k1 + 1, then h+ (k1 +
1)p + q=(h + r) + (k1 + 1 + m)p ≡ h (modp) and u(h + (k1 + 1)p + q)= a holds.
Similarly, if m¡k1 + 1, then h+ (k1 + 1)p− q=(h− r) + (k1 + 1−m)p ≡ h (modp)
and u(h+ (k1 + 1)p− q)= a holds. In any case a2 = a.
Also, u(h+ (k2 + 1)p)= a3 in case h+ (k2 + 1)p62(p+ q)− 2. If m¿k2 + 1, then
h+(k2+1)p+q=(h+r)+(k2+1+m)p ≡ h (modp) and u(h+(k2+1)p+q)= a holds.
Similarly, if m¡k2 + 1, then h+ (k2 + 1)p− q=(h− r) + (k2 + 1−m)p ≡ h (modp)
and u(h+ (k2 + 1)p− q)= a holds. In any case a3 = a.
Lemma 3. Let p and q be relatively prime integers satisfying 1¡p¡q. Let u be a
partial word such that ‖Hole(u)‖=2 and assume that u is not (2; p; q)-special. If u
is locally p-periodic and locally q-periodic and h1 = h2 and |u|=2(p + q) − 1; then
u is 1-periodic.
Proof. Here k16k2 and
Bi(h1) =
{
a1 if i ¡ k1;
b1 if i ¿ k1
and
Bi(h2) =
{
a2 if i ¡ k2;
b2 if i ¿ k2
for some a1; a2; b1; b2.
Case 1: p=2.
We will show that a1 = a2 = b1 = b2. Put h‘ = min{h1; h2}=0 and h‘′ = max{h1; h2}
=1. Here, u(0)= a‘ and we show that a‘ = b‘ = a for some a. If q∈Hole(u), then
p=2 =∈Hole(u) since u is not (2; p; q)-special (and therefore a‘ = u(2)= u(2 + q)=
u(2 + 2q)= b‘). Otherwise, if 2q =∈Hole(u), then a‘ = u(0)= u(q)= u(2q)= u(2q +
2)= b‘ (if 2q∈Hole(u), then q + 2 =∈Hole(u) since u is not (2; p; q)-special and
b‘ = u(2q+ 2)= u(q+ 2)= u(2)= a‘).
If 1 =∈Hole(u), then u(1)= a‘′ . If 1+ q =∈Hole(u), then a‘′ = u(1)= u(1+ q)= a. If
1+q∈Hole(u), then 1+p=3 =∈Hole(u) since u is not (2; p; q)-special (and therefore
a‘′ = u(3)= u(3 + q)= a).
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If 2q + 1 =∈Hole(u), then u(2q + 1)= b‘′ . In this case, if q + 1 =∈Hole(u), then
b‘′ = u(2q+1)= u(q+1)= a. If q+1∈Hole(u), then 2q− 1 =∈Hole(u) since u is not
(2; p; q)-special (and therefore b‘′ = u(2q+ 1)= u(2q− 1)= u(q− 1)= a).
Case 2: p¿2.
We can write uo as u′ou
′′
o where |u′o|=p+q and |u′′o |=p+q−1. If ‖Hole(u′)‖=0,
then u′ is 1-periodic by Theorem 1 (say with letter a). If ‖Hole(u′)‖=1, then u′ is
1-periodic by Theorem 2 (say with letter a). If ‖Hole(u′)‖=2, then ‖Hole(u′′)‖=0
and u′′ is 1-periodic by Theorem 1 (say with letter a). In any of these cases, we can
infer that u(j)= a for j∈{0; : : : ; p−1}\{h1; h2} for some a. To see that u is 1-periodic,
Bi(j)= a for j∈{0; : : : ; p− 1} \ {h1; h2} and we will show that a= a1 = a2 = b1 = b2.
Put h‘ = min{h1; h2} and h‘′ = max{h1; h2}. If h‘ =∈Hole(u), then u(h‘)= a‘. In this
case, if h‘+p+2q∈Hole(u), then h‘+2q≡ h‘′ (modp) and a‘ = u(h‘)= u(h‘+q)= a
(since 2q is not a multiple of p). Otherwise, we argue as follows. If u(h‘+q)= a, then
a‘ = a. Otherwise, h‘+q≡ h‘′ (modp). If h‘+q∈Hole(u), then h‘+p =∈Hole(u) since
u is not (2; p; q)-special. In this case, a‘ = u(h‘+p)= u(h‘+p+q)= u(h‘+p+2q)= a
since h‘+p+2q ≡ h‘ (modp) and h‘+p+2q ≡ h‘′ (modp). If h‘+q =∈Hole(u), then
a‘ = u(h‘)= u(h‘+q)= u(h‘+2q)= a. If h‘′ =∈Hole(u), then u(h‘′)= a‘′ . In this case,
if h‘′ +q =∈Hole(u), then a‘′ = u(h‘′)= u(h‘′ +q)= a or a‘′ = u(h‘′)= u(h‘′ +q)= b‘.
If h‘′+q∈Hole(u), then h‘′+p =∈Hole(u) since u is not (2; p; q)-special (and therefore
a‘′ = u(h‘′ + p)= u(h‘′ + p+ q)= b‘).
Now, let H1 (respectively, H2) be the largest integer satisfying H1≡ h1 (modp)
and H162(p + q) − 2 (respectively, H2≡ h2 (modp) and H262(p + q) − 2). Put
H‘′′ = max{H1; H2} and H‘′′′ = min{H1; H2}. If H‘′′ =∈Hole(u), then u(H‘′′)= b‘′′ . In
this case, if H‘′′−p−2q∈Hole(u), then H‘′′−2q≡H‘′′′ (modp) and b‘′′ = u(H‘′′)= u
(H‘′′ − q)= a (since 2q is not a multiple of p). Otherwise, we argue as follows. If
u(H‘′′ −q)= a, then b‘′′ = a. Otherwise, H‘′′ −q≡H‘′′′ (modp). If H‘′′ −q∈Hole(u),
then H‘′′ − p =∈Hole(u) since u is not (2; p; q)-special. In this case, b‘′′ = u(H‘′′ −
p)= u(H‘′′ −p−q)= u(H‘′′ −p−2q)= a since H‘′′ −p−2q ≡H‘′′ (modp) and H‘′′
−p−2q ≡H‘′′′ (modp). If H‘′′−q =∈Hole(u), then b‘′′ = u(H‘′′)= u(H‘′′−q)=u(H‘′′−
2q)=a. If H‘′′′ =∈Hole(u), then u(H‘′′′)= b‘′′′ . In this case, if H‘′′′ − q =∈Hole(u),
then b‘′′′ = u(H‘′′′)= u(H‘′′′ − q)= a or b‘′′′ = u(H‘′′′)= u(H‘′′′ − q)= a‘′′ . If H‘′′′ −
q∈Hole(u), then H‘′′′ − p =∈Hole(u) since u is not (2; p; q)-special (and therefore
b‘′′′ = u(H‘′′′)= u(H‘′′′ − p)= u(H‘′′′ − p− q)= a‘′′).
We get the identities a‘ = a; a‘′ = a or a‘′ = b‘; b‘′′ = a, and b‘′′′ = a or b‘′′′ = a‘′′ .
Since ‘′′= ‘ and ‘′′′= ‘′, or, ‘′′= ‘′ and ‘′′′= ‘, we get a‘ = b‘ = a‘′ = b‘′ = a as
desired.
We illustrate the proof by an example. Let p=3 and q=4, and thus |u|=13.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
a a2 o | a a2 b1 | a o b1 | a b2 b1 | a
From h1 + k1p=2 and h2 + k2p=7, we get h1 = 2 and h2 = 1 (H1 = 11 and H2 = 10).
Here, ‘=2; ‘′=1; ‘′′=1, and ‘′′′=2. Following the arguments above, since h2 =∈
Hole(u) and h2 + p + 2q=12 =∈Hole(u) and h2 + q=5 =∈Hole(u), we get a2 = u
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(h2)= u(h2+q)= u(h2+2q)= a. Since H1 =∈Hole(u) and H1−p−2q=0 =∈Hole(u) and
H1−q=7∈Hole(u), we get b1 = u(H1−p)= u(H1−p−q)= u(H1−p−2q)= a. Since
H2 =∈Hole(u) and H2 − q=6 =∈Hole(u), we get b2 = u(H2)= u(H2 − q)= a. Therefore
a= a2 = b1 = b2 and u is 1-periodic.
Lemma 4. Let p and q be positive integers satisfying p¡q. Let u be a partial word
such that ‖Hole(u)‖=2 and assume that u is not (2; p; q)-special. If u is locally
p-periodic and locally q-periodic and |u|=2(p+ q)− gcd(p; q); then u is gcd(p; q)-
periodic.
Proof. Put gcd(p; q)=d, p=p′d, q= q′d, and 2(p + q) − gcd(p; q)= n=dn′=
d(2(p′ + q′) − gcd(p′; q′)). The result holds for relatively prime periods p and q
(Lemmas 1, 2 and 3), and consider the case where d¿1. De1ne for each 06i¡d the
partial word
ui = u(i)u(i + d) : : : u(i + (n′ − 1)d):
Each ui is locally p′-periodic, locally q′-periodic, and has length 2(p′+q′)−gcd(p′; q′)
= 2(p′+q′)−1. Moreover, if u is not (2; p; q)-special, then ui is not (2; p′; q′)-special.
Consequently, ui is 1-periodic by Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 or Lemma 1 or Lemma 2
or Lemma 3, and u is d-periodic.
Theorem 3. Let p and q be positive integers satisfying p¡q. Let u be a partial
word such that ‖Hole(u)‖=2 and assume that u is not (2; p; q)-special. If u is
locally p-periodic and locally q-periodic and |u|¿2(p + q) − gcd(p; q); then u is
gcd(p; q)-periodic.
Proof. Put gcd(p; q)=d, p=p′d, q= q′d, and 2(p+q)−gcd(p; q)= n. By Lemma 4,
there remains to treat the case where |u|¿n. If the two holes of u are not separated
by exactly q−p− 1 letters, then no factor of u of length n is (2; p; q)-special and the
result holds for every factor of length n (by Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 or Lemma 4)
and thus also for u itself. If uo looks like u1ou2ou3 where |u2|= q − p − 1, then we
argue as follows.
If p6|u1|¡2p (respectively, p6|u3|¡2p), then u is (2; p; q)-special by De1ni-
tion 1(2) (respectively, De1nition 1(3)).
If |u1|¡p, then let u′ be the 1rst n-segment of u. By De1nition 1, u′ is not (2; p; q)-
special. By Lemma 4, u′ is therefore d-periodic and it is easily seen that u is d-periodic
as well. We argue similarly in case |u3|¡p.
The above allows us to restrict our attention to the case where |u1|¿2p and |u3|¿2p.
By De1nition 1(1), q =2p. Let u′1 be the last 2p-segment of u1 and u′3 the 1rst 2p-
segment of u3. Since |u′1ou2|¿p+ q, by Theorem 2 the word u′1ou2 looks like
(a1 : : : ad)2p
′
oa2 : : : ad(a1 : : : ad)q
′−p′−1:
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Since u is locally p-periodic and locally q-periodic and u2ou′3 is d-periodic, u
′
1ou2ou
′
3
therefore looks like
(a1 : : : ad)2p
′
oa2 : : : ad(a1 : : : ad)q
′−p′−1o(a2 : : : ada1)2p
′
:
The bound 2(p+q)−gcd(p; q) turns out to be optimal for two holes. The following
builds a partial word u(2;p; q) showing this optimality (u(2;p; q) is a partial word with two
holes of maximal length for which Theorem 3 does not apply).
Denition 2. Let p and q be positive integers satisfying 1¡p¡q; gcd(p; q)= 1, and
q =p+1. For q≡ 1 (modp), the partial word u(2;p; q) over {a; b} of length 2(p+q)−2
is de1ned by
• Hole(u(2;p; q))= {p+ q− 2; p+ q− 1}.
• u(2;p; q)(j)= a for j ≡ q− 2 (modp) and j ≡ q− 1 (modp).
• u(2;p; q)(j)= a for j≡ q− 1 (modp) and j¡p+ q− 1.
• u(2;p; q)(j)= a for j≡ q− 2 (modp) and j¿p+ q− 2.
• u(2;p; q)(j)= b for j≡ q− 2 (modp) and j¡p+ q− 2.
• u(2;p; q)(j)= b for j≡ q− 1 (modp) and j¿p+ q− 1.
Proposition 1. Let p and q be positive integers satisfying 1¡p¡q; gcd(p; q)= 1;
and q =p + 1. For q≡ 1 (modp); the partial word u(2;p; q) of length 2(p + q)− 2 is
not (2; p; q)-special; but is locally p-periodic and locally q-periodic. However u(2;p; q)
is not 1-periodic.
As an example with p=3 and q=7, the partial word u(2;3;7) has companion
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
a a b | a a b | a a o | o a a | b a a | b a a
Similar de1nitions and propositions hold for q ≡ 1 (modp).
5. Partial words with three holes
In this section, we extend Theorem 3 to three holes. The de1nition of (3; p; q)-special
partial word is critical for this extension.
Denition 3. Let p and q be positive integers satisfying p¡q. The partial word u is
called (3; p; q)-special if u is (2; p; q)-special or at least one of the following holds:
(1) q=3p and there exists p6i¡|u| − 5p such that i + p; i + 2p; i + 3p∈Hole(u)
or there exists p6i¡|u| − 7p such that i + p; i + 3p; i + 5p∈Hole(u).
(2) There exists 06i¡p such that i + q; i + p+ p; i + p+ q∈Hole(u).
(3) There exists |u| − p6i¡|u| such that i − q; i − p− p; i − p− q∈Hole(u).
(4) There exists p6i¡q such that i − p; i + p; i + q∈Hole(u).
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(5) There exists |u| − q6i¡|u| − p such that i − p; i + p; i − q∈Hole(u).
(6) 2q=3p and there exists p6i¡|u|−5p such that i+q; i+p+p; i+p+q∈Hole(u).
If p and q are positive integers satisfying p¡q and gcd(p; q)= 1, then the in1nite
sequence (oabp−1obq−p−1obn)n¿0 consists of binary (3; p; q)-special partial words with
three holes that are locally p-periodic and locally q-periodic but not 1-periodic. Note
that there are p possible sets of holes in De1nition 3(2), (3) and q− p in De1nition
3(4), (5).
Lemma 5. Let q be an integer satisfying q¿1. Let u be a partial word such that
‖Hole(u)‖=3 and assume that u is not (3; 1; q)-special. If u is locally 1-periodic and
locally q-periodic and |u|=2q+ 2; then u is 1-periodic.
Proof. If uo= ov or uo= vo for some partial word v with two holes, then the result
holds by Theorem 3 since v is not (2; 1; q)-special. Otherwise, the set Hole(u) having
three elements, put Hole(u)= {k1; k2; k3} where k1¡k2¡k3. To see that u is 1-periodic,
put
u(i) =


a1 if i¡k1;
a2 if k1 ¡ i ¡ k2;
a3 if k2 ¡ i ¡ k3;
a4 if i¿k3
for some a1; a2; a3; a4. In the rest of the proof, whenever we talk about a2 (respec-
tively, a3) we assume that k1¡k2 − 1 (respectively, k2¡k3 − 1). We will show that
a1 = a2 = a3 = a4.
If k1 = 1, then q =∈Hole(u) since u is not (2; 1; q)-special. In this case, 1rst as-
sume that 2q∈Hole(u) (and therefore q+ 1 =∈Hole(u)). If q=2, then 2∈Hole(u) or
3∈Hole(u) and we get a contradiction with the fact that u is not (2; 1; q)-special. If
q¿2, then u(2) : : : u(2q − 1) is 1-periodic by Theorem 2 (say with letter a). We get
a1 = u(0)= u(q)= a and a4 = u(2q+1)= u(q+1)= a. Now, assume that 2q =∈Hole(u).
If k2¿q, then u(0) : : : u(k2 − 1) is 1-periodic by Theorem 2 (say with letter a) and
a4 = u(2q)= u(q)= u(0)= a. In this case, a3 = u(k2 + 1)= u(k2 + 1 − q)= a (since
k2 + 1− q = k1). If k2¡q, then q¿2 and u(k2 + 1) : : : u(2q+1) is 1-periodic by Theo-
rem 2 (say with letter a) and a1 = u(0)= u(q)= a. In this case, if 2+q =∈Hole(u), then
a2 = u(2)= u(2 + q)= a, and if 2 + q∈Hole(u), then 3 =∈Hole(u) by De1nition 3(4)
and a2 = u(3)= u(3+q)= a. The preceding discussion allows us to assume (in the rest
of the proof) that 1 =∈Hole(u) (and similarly we can assume that 2q =∈Hole(u)).
If k2¡q, then u(k2 + 1) : : : u(2q + 1) is 1-periodic by Theorem 2 (say with letter
a). If k3 = q + 1, then a1 = u(1)= u(q + 1)= u(2q + 1)= a, and if k3 = q + 1, then
a1 = u(0)= u(q)= u(2q)= a. In either case, we argue as follows. If k1+1+q =∈Hole(u),
then a2 = u(k1 + 1)= u(k1 + 1+ q)= a. If k3 = k1 + 1+ q and k1 = k2− 2, then k1; k1 +
2; k1 + 1 + q∈Hole(u) and u is (3; 1; q)-special by De1nition 3(4). If k3 = k1 + 1 + q
and k1¡k2 − 2, then a2 = u(k1 + 2)= u(k1 + 2 + q)= a.
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If k2 = q, then u(k2+1) : : : u(2q+1) is 1-periodic by Theorem 2 (say with letter a). If
k3 = q+1, then a1 = u(1)= u(q+1)= u(2q+1)= a, and if k3 = q+1, then 2 =∈Hole(u)
by De1nition 3(2) and a1 = u(2)= u(q + 2)= a. In either case, we argue as follows.
If k1 + 1 + q =∈Hole(u), then a2 = u(k1 + 1)= u(k1 + 1 + q)= a. If k3 = k1 + 1 + q and
k1 = k2− 2, then q− 2; q; 2q− 1∈Hole(u) and u is (3; 1; q)-special by De1nition 3(4).
If k3 = k1 + 1 + q and k1¡k2 − 2, then a2 = u(k1 + 2)= u(k1 + 2 + q)= a.
If k2¿q, then q¿2 (otherwise, 2q+2=6 and 0; 1; 4; 5 =∈Hole(u) imply {k1; k2; k3} =
{2; 3}). In this case, u(0) : : : u(k2 − 1) is 1-periodic by Theorem 2 (say with letter a).
If q∈Hole(u), then k1 = q and one of the following occurs:
• If q+1∈Hole(u), then k2 = q+1. In this case, 2q−1 =∈Hole(u) by De1nition 3(3)
and a4 = u(2q− 1)= u(q− 1)= a. Here, a3 = u(k2 + 1)= u(k2 + 1− q)= a.
• If q+1 =∈Hole(u), then a4 = u(1+2q)= u(1+q)= u(1)= a and a3 = u(k2+1)= u(k2+
1− q)= a.
If q =∈Hole(u), then a4 = u(2q)= u(q)= u(0)= a. Here, a3 = u(k2+1)= u(k2+1−q)= a
in case k2 + 1− q = k1, and we argue as follows in case k2 + 1− q= k1. If k2 = k3− 2,
then k1; k1 − 1+ q; k1 + 1+ q∈Hole(u) and u is (3; 1; q)-special by De1nition 3(5). If
k2¡k3 − 2, then a3 = u(k2 + 2)= u(k2 + 2− q)= a.
We now prove three lemmas similar to Lemma 5 for relatively prime integers p and
q satisfying 1¡p¡q. In their proofs, we use the notation that was adopted in Section 4
except that Hole(u)= {h1 + k1p; h2 + k2p; h3 + k3p} where 06h1; h2; h3¡p and h1 +
k1p¡h2 + k2p¡h3 + k3p. Lemma 6 treats the case where ‖{h1; h2; h3}‖=1, Lemma 7
the case where ‖{h1; h2; h3}‖=2 and Lemma 8 the case where ‖{h1; h2; h3}‖=3. Here,
we have k362m + 2 if 2r¿p, and k362m + 1 if 2r¡p. In Lemmas 6–8, we can
assume that the 1rst and last positions of u are not holes (see the proof of Lemma 5).
Lemma 6. Let p and q be relatively prime integers satisfying 1¡p¡q. Let u be a
partial word such that ‖Hole(u)‖=3 and assume that u is not (3; p; q)-special. If u
is locally p-periodic and locally q-periodic and h1 = h2 = h3 and |u|=2(p+ q); then
u is 1-periodic.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 2.
Lemma 7. Let p and q be relatively prime integers satisfying 1¡p¡q. Let u be a
partial word such that ‖Hole(u)‖=3 and assume that u is not (3; p; q)-special. If u
is locally p-periodic and locally q-periodic and ‖{h1; h2; h3}‖=2 and |u|=2(p + q);
then u is 1-periodic.
Proof. Here, there exist i1; i2; i3 such that ki1¡ki2 and h= hi1 = hi2 = hi3 = h′. Put
Bi(h) =


a if i ¡ ki1 ;
b if ki1 ¡ i ¡ ki2 ;
c if i ¿ ki2 ;
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and
Bi(h′) =
{
a′ if i ¡ ki3 ;
b′ if i ¿ ki3
for some a; b; c; a′; b′. Let H (respectively, H ′) be the largest integer satisfying H ≡
h (modp) and H¡2(p+ q) (respectively, H ′≡ h′ (modp) and H ′¡2(p+ q)).
Case 1: p=2.
We will show that a= b= c= a′= b′.
We 1rst show that a′= b′. If h′ =∈Hole(u), then u(h′)= a′. In this case, if h′ + p+
2q =∈Hole(u), then we show that a′= b′. If h′+ q∈Hole(u), then h′+p =∈Hole(u) by
De1nition 1(2) and consequently one of the following occurs:
• If h′ + p+ q =∈Hole(u), then a′= u(h′ + p)= u(h′ + p+ q)= u(h′ + p+ 2q)= b′.
• If h′+p+q∈Hole(u), then h′+p+p =∈Hole(u) by De1nition 3(2) and a′= u(h′+
p+ p)= u(h′ + p+ p+ q)= c. One of the following occurs:
– If h′ + 1 + q∈Hole(u), then q¿3 by De1nition 3(2).In this case, if h=0 and
h′=1, then a′= u(q)= u(0)= a= u(2)= u(4)= u(4+q)= b′. If h=1 and h′=0,
then a′= u(q− 1)= u(2q− 1)= u(2q+ 1)= u(2q+ 3)= u(3 + q)= b′.
– If h′+1+q =∈Hole(u), then a= u(h′+1)= u(h′+1+q)= u(h′+1+2q)= c= a′.
In this case, h′ + 2q =∈Hole(u) by De1nition 1(3) and h′ + 2q− p =∈Hole(u) by
De1nition 3(3). We then have b′= u(h′ + 2q− p)= u(h′ + q− p)= a= a′.
Now, assume that h′ + q =∈Hole(u). If h′ + 2q =∈Hole(u), then a′= u(h′)= u(h′ +
q)= u(h′+2q)= u(h′+p+2q)= b′ (if h′+2q∈Hole(u), then h′+p+q =∈Hole(u) by
De1nition 1(3) and a′= u(h′+p)= u(h′+p+q)= u(h′+p+2q)= b′). The preceding
allows us to replace a′ and b′ by e say.
We now show that a= c= e. If h =∈Hole(u), then u(h)= a. In this case, if h +
q =∈Hole(u), then a= u(h)= u(h+ q)= e. If h+ q∈Hole(u), then h+p =∈Hole(u) by
De1nition 1(2) and consequently a= u(h + p)= u(h + p + q)= e. Similarly, we can
show that if H =∈Hole(u), then c= e.
We now show that b= e. If ki1¡ki2 − 1, then u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p)= b. In this case, if
m¿ki1 + 1 or both m= ki1 + 1 and h=0, then one of the following occurs:
• If h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ q =∈Hole(u), then b= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ q)= e.
• If h+(ki1 +1)p+q∈Hole(u), then h+(ki1 +1)p+p =∈Hole(u) by De1nition 3(4).
In this case, b= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ p)= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ p+ q)= e.
Similarly, if m¡ki1 +1 or both m= ki1 +1 and h=1, then one of the following occurs:
• If h+ (ki1 + 1)p− q =∈Hole(u), then b= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p− q)= e.
• If h+ (ki1 + 1)p− q∈Hole(u), then one of the following occurs:
– If ki1¿m+1 or both ki1 =m+1 and h=1, then h+(ki1 + 1)p+p =∈Hole(u) by
De1nition 3(5) and b= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ p)= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ p− q)= e.
– If ki1 =m+ 1 and h=0, then 3; q+ 1∈Hole(u) and u is not (3; p; q)-special by
De1nition 1(2).
– If ki1 =m and h=1, then 2; q∈Hole(u) and u is not (3; p; q)-special by De1nition
1(2).
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– If ki1 =m and h=0, then we proceed as follows. If h+(ki1 + 1)p+p∈Hole(u),
then 1; q−1; q+3∈Hole(u) and b= u(q+1)= u(2q+1)= e. Otherwise, b= u(h+
(ki1 + 1)p+ p)= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ p− q)= e.
– If ki1 =m−1 and h=1, then we proceed as follows. If h+(ki1+1)p+p∈Hole(u),
then 0; q−2; q+2∈Hole(u) and b= u(q)= u(2q)= e. Otherwise, b= u(h+(ki1 +
1)p+ p)= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ p− q)= e.
Case 2: p¿2.
We can write uo as u′ou
′′
o where |u′o|= |u′′o |=p + q. If ‖Hole(u′)‖=0, then u′ is
1-periodic by Theorem 1 (say with letter e). If ‖Hole(u′)‖=1, then u′ is 1-periodic
by Theorem 2 (say with letter e). If ‖Hole(u′)‖=2, then ‖Hole(u′′)‖=1 and u′′ is
1-periodic by Theorem 2 (say with letter e). If ‖Hole(u′)‖=3, then ‖Hole(u′′)‖=0
and u′′ is 1-periodic by Theorem 1 (say with letter e). In any of these four cases, we
infer that u(j)= e for j∈{0; : : : ; p−1}\{h; h′} for some e. To see that u is 1-periodic,
Bi(j)= e for j∈{0; : : : ; p− 1} \ {h; h′} and we will show that e= a= b= c= a′= b′.
We 1rst show that a′= e. If h′ =∈Hole(u), then u(h′)= a′. In this case, if h′ + p+
2q∈Hole(u), then h′+2q≡ h (modp) and a′= u(h′)= u(h′+q)= e (since 2q is not a
multiple of p). If h′+p+2q =∈Hole(u), we argue as follows. If h′+q ≡ h (modp), then
a′= e. Otherwise, h′+ q≡ h (modp). Here, if h′+ q∈Hole(u), then h′+p =∈Hole(u)
by De1nition 1(2) and consequently one of the following occurs:
• If h′ + p + q =∈Hole(u), then a′= u(h′ + p)= u(h′ + p + q)= u(h′ + p + 2q)= e
since h′ + p+ 2q ≡ h′ (modp) and h′ + p+ 2q ≡ h (modp).
• If h′+p+q∈Hole(u), then h′+p+p =∈Hole(u) by De1nition 3(2) and a′= u(h′+
p+p)= u(h′+p+p+q)= c. If m=1, then a′= u(h′+p+p)= u(h′+p+p−q)= e.
If m¿1, then one of the following occurs:
– If h′ + mp + p∈Hole(u), then we argue as follows. If h′¿r, we get h′ +
mp =∈Hole(u) and a′= u(h′+mp−q)= e. If h′¡r, then h′+mp+p+p =∈Hole(u)
and e= u(h′+mp+p+p−q)= u(h′+mp+p+p)= u(h′+mp+p+p+q)= c= a′.
– If h′+mp+p =∈Hole(u), then e= u(h′+mp+p− q)= u(h′+mp+p)= u(h′+
mp+ p+ q)= c= a′.
If h′+q =∈Hole(u), then a′= u(h′)= u(h′+q)= u(h′+2q)= e. Similarly, we can show
that b′= e using H ′ instead of h′.
We now show that a= e. If h =∈Hole(u), then u(h)= a. In this case, if h + q ≡
h′ (modp), then a= u(h)= u(h+q)= e. If h+q≡ h′ (modp), then we argue as follows.
If h+ q∈Hole(u), then h+ p =∈Hole(u) by De1nition 1(2) and a= u(h+ p)= u(h+
p+q)= u(h+p+2q)= e. If h+q =∈Hole(u), then a= u(h)= u(h+q)= u(h+2q)= e.
We similarly show that if H =∈Hole(u), then c= e.
There remains to show that b= e. If ki1¡ki2 − 1, then u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p)= b. In this
case, if m¿ki1 + 1 or both m= ki1 + 1 and h¡r, then one of the following occurs:
• If h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ q ≡ h′ (modp), then b= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ q)= e.
• If h + (ki1 + 1)p + q≡ h′ (modp), then we argue as follows. If h + (ki1 + 1)p +
q∈Hole(u), then h + (ki1 + 1)p + p =∈Hole(u) by De1nition 3(4) and b= u(h +
(ki1 + 1)p+p)= u(h+(ki1 + 1)p+p+ q)= e. If h+(ki1 + 1)p+ q =∈Hole(u), then
b= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ q)= e.
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Similarly, if m¡ki1 + 1 or both m= ki1 + 1 and h¿r, then one of the following
occurs:
• If h+ (ki1 + 1)p− q ≡ h′ (modp), then b= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p− q)= e.
• If h + (ki1 + 1)p − q≡ h′ (modp), then we argue as follows. If h + (ki1 + 1)p −
q =∈Hole(u), then b= u(h+(ki1 + 1)p− q)= e. If h+(ki1 + 1)p− q∈Hole(u), then
one of the following occurs:
– If ki1¿m + 1, then we argue as follows. If 2p + q6h + (ki1 + 1)p¡p + 2q,
then De1nition 3(5) applies giving h + (ki1 + 1)p + p =∈Hole(u) and therefore
b= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ p)= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ p− q)= e (this is the case when
ki162m − 1 or when both ki1 = 2m and h¡2r). In the other cases, we get h +
(ki1 + 1)p+ p¿2(p+ q) which leads to the nonexistence of ki2 .
– If ki1 =m+1 and h¿r, then we argue as follows. If 2p+q6h+(ki1+1)p¡p+2q,
then De1nition 3(5) applies giving h + (ki1 + 1)p + p =∈Hole(u) and therefore
b= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ p)= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ p− q)= e (this is the case when
m¿1 or when both m=1 and h¡2r). In the case when m=1 and h¿2r, we
get h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ p¿2(p+ q) which leads to the nonexistence of ki2 .
– If ki1 =m+1 and h¡r, then h+p− r+p; h+p− r+ q∈Hole(u) and u is not
(3; p; q)-special by De1nition 1(2).
– If ki1 =m and h¿r, then h−r+p; h−r+q∈Hole(u) and u is not (3; p; q)-special
by De1nition 1(2).
– If ki1 =m and h¡r, then we proceed as follows. If h+(ki1 + 1)p+p∈Hole(u),
then h− r+p; h− r+q; h− r+q+2p∈Hole(u) and b= u(h− r+p+q)= u(h−
r+p+2q)= e. Otherwise, b= u(h+(ki1 +1)p+p)= u(h+(ki1 +1)p+p−q)= e.
– If ki1 =m−1 and h¿r, then we proceed as follows. If h+(ki1+1)p+p∈Hole(u),
then h−r; q−p+h−r; q+p+h−r ∈Hole(u) and b= u(h−r+q)= u(h−r+2q)= e.
Otherwise, b= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ p)= u(h+ (ki1 + 1)p+ p− q)= e.
We illustrate the proof by an example. Let p=3 and q=4, and thus |u|=14.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
e o a′ | e b o | e o b′ | e c b′ | e c
From h1 + k1p=1, h2 + k2p=5, and h3 + k3p=7, we get h1 = 1, h2 = 2, and h3 = 1
(h=1, h′=2, H =13, and H ′=11). From h′+p+2q=13 =∈Hole(u) and h′+q=6 ≡
h (modp), we get a′= e. From H ′−p− 2q=0 =∈Hole(u) and H ′− q=7≡ h (modp)
and H ′−q=7∈Hole(u) and H ′−p−q=4 =∈Hole(u), we get b′= u(H ′−p)= u(H ′−
p− q)= u(H ′ − p− 2q)= e. From H − q=9 ≡ 2 (modp), we get c= u(H)= u(H −
q)= e. To see that b= e, ki1 = k1 = 0, ki2 = k3 = 2, m=1, and r=1. We have m= ki1+1
and h¿r. From h+ (ki1 + 1)p− q=0 ≡ 2 (modp), we get b= u(0)= e.
Lemma 8. Let p and q be relatively prime integers satisfying 1¡p¡q. Let u be a
partial word such that ‖Hole(u)‖=3 and assume that u is not (3; p; q)-special. If u
is locally p-periodic and locally q-periodic and ‖{h1; h2; h3}‖=3 and |u|=2(p + q);
then u is 1-periodic.
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Proof. For 16j63, put
Bi(hj) =
{
aj if i ¡ kj;
bj if i ¿ kj
for some aj; bj. Let Hj denote the largest integer satisfying Hj ≡ hj (modp) and Hj ¡
2(p+ q).
Case 1: p=3.
We will show that a1 = a2 = a3 = b1 = b2 = b3. Let 16‘1; ‘2; ‘363 be such that
h‘1 = 0, h‘1 +q≡ h‘2 (modp), and h‘1 +2q≡ h‘3 (modp) (note that ‘1 = ‘2 and ‘2 = ‘3
and ‘1 = ‘3). We can check that if uo= aoov or uo= vooa for some a and some par-
tial word v with one hole, then the result holds. Otherwise, if h‘1 =∈Hole(u), then
u(h‘1 ) = a‘1 . In this case, if h‘1 + p + 2q =∈Hole(u), we argue as follows. If h‘1 +
q∈Hole(u), then h‘1 + p =∈Hole(u) by De1nition 1(2) (and therefore a‘1 = u(h‘1 +
p)= u(h‘1 + p + q)= b‘2 = u(h‘1 + p + 2q)= b‘3 ). If h‘1 + q =∈Hole(u), then one of
the following occurs:
• If h‘1 +2q =∈Hole(u), then a‘1 = u(h‘1 ) = u(h‘1 +q)= u(h‘1 +2q)= b‘3 . Here we get
a‘1 = a‘2 = b‘3 or a‘1 = b‘2 = b‘3 .
• If h‘1 +2q∈Hole(u), then h‘1 +p+q =∈Hole(u) by De1nition 1(3) and a‘1 = u(h‘1 +
q)= u(h‘1 +p+q)= u(h‘1 +p+2q)= b‘3 . Here we get a‘1 = a‘2 = b‘3 or a‘1 = b‘2 =
b‘3 .
Now, if h‘1 + p + 2q∈Hole(u), we argue as follows. If h‘1 + q∈Hole(u), then
h‘1 + p =∈Hole(u) by De1nition 1(2) (and therefore a‘1 = u(h‘1 + p)= u(h‘1 + p +
q)= b‘2 ). If h‘1 + q =∈Hole(u), then a‘1 = u(h‘1 ) = u(h‘1 + q)= u(h‘1 + 2q)= a‘3 and
we get a‘1 = a‘2 = a‘3 or a‘1 = b‘2= a‘3 . We have shown that whenever a‘1 exists,
a‘1 = a‘2 = b‘3 or a‘1 = b‘2 = b‘3 or a‘1 = b‘2 or a‘1 = a‘2 = a‘3 or a‘1 = b‘2 = a‘3 . Sim-
ilarly, whenever a‘2 exists, we get a‘2 = a‘3 = b‘1 or a‘2 = b‘3 = b‘1 or a‘2 = b‘3 or
a‘2 = a‘3 = a‘1 or a‘2 = b‘3 = a‘1 , and whenever a‘3 exists we get a‘3 = a‘1 = b‘2 or
a‘3 = b‘1 = b‘2 or a‘3 = b‘1 or a‘3 = a‘1 = a‘2 or a‘3 = b‘1 = a‘2 . Symmetrically, when-
ever b‘1 exists, we get b‘1 = b‘3 = a‘2 or b‘1 = a‘3 = a‘2 or b‘1 = a‘3 or b‘1 = b‘3 = b‘2 or
b‘1 = a‘3 = b‘2 , whenever b‘2 exists, we get b‘2 = b‘1 = a‘3 or b‘2 = a‘1 = a‘3 or b‘2 = a‘1
or b‘2 = b‘1 = b‘3 or b‘2 = a‘1 = b‘3 , whenever b‘3 exists, we get b‘3 = b‘2 = a‘1 or
b‘3 = a‘2 = a‘1 or b‘3 = a‘2 or b‘3 = b‘2 = b‘1 or b‘3 = a‘2 = b‘1 . This series of equal-
ities lead to a‘1 = a‘2 = a‘3 = b‘1 = b‘2 = b‘3 .
We illustrate the proof by an example. Let p=3 and q=4, and thus |u|=14.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
a2 a1 a3 | a2 o a3 | o b1 a3 | b2 b1 o | b2 b1
From h1 + k1p=4; h2 + k2p=6, and h3 + k3p=11, we get h1 = 1; h2 = 0, and
h3 = 2 (H1 = 13; H2 = 12, and H3 = 11). Therefore ‘1 = 2; ‘2 = 1, and ‘3 = 3 since
h‘1 ≡ 0 (mod 3); h‘2 ≡ h‘1 + 4 (mod 3), and h‘3 ≡ h‘1 + 8 (mod 3). Following the
arguments above, from the existence of a‘1 = a2, we get the equality a2 = b1, from
a‘2 = a1, we get a1 = a3 = b2, from a‘3 = a3, we get a3 = b2 = b1, from b‘1 = b2, we get
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b2 = a3 = a1, and from b‘2 = b1, we get b1 = b2 = a3 (b‘3 = b3 does not exist). There-
fore, a1 = a2 = a3 = b1 = b2 and u is 1-periodic.
We now proceed with the formal proof.
Case 2: p¿3.
We can write uo as u′ou
′′
o where |u′o|= |u′′o |=p + q. If ‖Hole(u′)‖=0, then u′ is
1-periodic by Theorem 2 (say with letter a). If ‖Hole(u′)‖=1, then u′ is 1-periodic
by Theorem 2 (say with letter a). If ‖Hole(u′)‖=2, then ‖Hole(u′′)‖=1 and u′′ is
1-periodic by Theorem 2 (say with letter a). If ‖Hole(u′)‖=3, then ‖Hole(u′′)‖=0
and u′′ is 1-periodic by Theorem 1 (say with letter a). In any of these four cases, we
can infer that u(k)= a for k ∈{0; : : : ; p− 1}\{h1; h2; h3} for some a. To see that u is
1-periodic, Bi(k)= a for k ∈{0; : : : ; p−1}\{h1; h2; h3} and we will show that a= aj = bj
for all j.
Let 16‘163. If h‘1 ∈Hole(u), then u(h‘1 ) = a‘1 . In this case, if h‘1 +p+2q∈Hole
(u), we argue as follows. We have h‘1 + 2q≡ h‘3 (modp) for some ‘3 = ‘1 and
let ‘2 ∈{1; 2; 3}\{‘1; ‘3}. If h‘1 + q∈Hole(u), then h‘1 + q≡ h‘2 (modp) and h‘1 +
p ∈Hole(u) by De1nition 1(2). In this case, a‘1 = u(h‘1 + p)= u(h‘1 + p + q)= b‘2 .
One of the following occurs:
• If h‘2 + q∈Hole(u), then h‘2 + q≡ h‘3 (modp) and h‘2 + q= h‘1 + p+ 2q, a con-
tradiction with the fact that 06h‘2¡p.
• If h‘2 + q ∈Hole(u), then a‘2 = u(h‘2 ) = u(h‘2 + q)= u(h‘2 + 2q)= a. In this case,
h‘3 + q ∈Hole(u) and a‘3 = u(h‘3 ) = u(h‘3 + q)= a.
If h‘1 + q ∈Hole(u), then a‘1 = u(h‘1 ) = u(h‘1 + q)= u(h‘1 + 2q)= a‘3 . If h‘1 + p +
2q ∈Hole(u), we argue as follows. If u(h‘1 + q)= a, then a‘1 = a. Otherwise, h‘1 +
q≡ h‘2 (modp) for some ‘2 = ‘1 and let ‘3 ∈{1; 2; 3}\{‘1; ‘2}. If h‘1 + q∈Hole(u),
then h‘1 +p ∈Hole(u) by De1nition 1(2). In this case, a‘1 = u(h‘1 +p)= u(h‘1 +p+
q)= b‘2 = u(h‘1 + p+ 2q). One of the following occurs:
• If h‘1 + 2q ≡ h‘3 (modp), then u(h‘1 + p+ 2q)= a.
• If h‘1 + 2q≡ h‘3 (modp), then u(h‘1 + p+ 2q)= b‘3 .
If h‘1 + q ∈Hole(u), then a‘1 = u(h‘1 ) = u(h‘1 + q). If h‘1 + 2q ≡ h‘3 (modp), then
a‘1 = u(h‘1 + q)= u(h‘1 + 2q)= a. If h‘1 + 2q≡ h‘3 (modp), then one of the following
occurs:
• If h‘1 + 2q∈Hole(u), then a‘1 = u(h‘1 + q)= u(h‘1 + q−p)= u(h‘1 + 2q−p)= a‘3
or a‘1 = u(h‘1 + q)= u(h‘1 + q+ p)= u(h‘1 + 2q+ p)= b‘3 .
• If h‘1 + 2q ∈Hole(u), then a‘1 = u(h‘1 + q)= u(h‘1 + 2q)= b‘3 .
Symmetric arguments deal with H‘1 instead of h‘1 . As in the case where p=3, we
get a series of equalities and the result follows.
Lemma 9. Let p and q be positive integers satisfying p¡q. Let u be a partial word
such that ‖Hole(u)‖=3 and assume that u is not (3; p; q)-special. If u is locally
p-periodic and locally q-periodic and |u|=2(p+ q); then u is gcd(p; q)-periodic.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 4.
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Theorem 4. Let p and q be positive integers satisfying p¡q. Let u be a partial word
satisfying ‖Hole(u)‖=3 and assume that u is not (3; p; q)-special. If u is locally
p-periodic and locally q-periodic and |u|¿2(p+ q); then u is gcd(p; q)-periodic.
Proof. Put gcd(p; q)=d, p=p′d, q= q′d, and 2(p + q)= n. By Lemma 9, there
remains to treat the case where |u|¿n. If no two holes of u are separated by a partial
word of length q − p − 1, then no factor of u of length n is (3; p; q)-special and the
result holds for every factor of length n (by Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 or Theorem 3 or
Lemma 9) and thus also for u itself. If two holes of u are separated by a partial word
of length q−p−1, then put uo= u1ou2ou3ou4 where |u2|= q−p−1 or |u3|= q−p−1
or |u2ou3|= q− p− 1.
Case 1: |u2ou3|= q− p− 1.
If p6|u1| ¡ 2p (respectively, p6|u4|¡2p), then u is (2; p; q)-special by De1nition
1(2) (respectively, De1nition 1(3)).
If |u1|¡p, then |u4|¿p+q−d and u4 is d-periodic by Theorem 1. Since |u1ou2ou3o|
6q, it is easy to see that u is d-periodic. We proceed similarly when |u4|¡p.
The above allows us to restrict our attention to the case where |u1|¿2p and |u4|¿2p.
By De1nition 1(1), q =2p. The situation where q=3p and |u2|= |u3|=p−1 is elimi-
nated by De1nition 3(1). If q¡2p; u can be factorized as u′1u
′
2u
′
3 where ‖Hole(u′2)‖=3;
|u′2|= n; u′2 is not (3; p; q)-special, and the 1rst 2p and last 2p positions of u′2 are not
holes of u′2. By Lemma 9, the result holds for u
′
2 and consequently for u. If q¿2p,
then |u2| = q− 2p− 1 and |u3| = q− 2p− 1 by De1nition 3(2; 3) and we proceed as
in the case where q¡2p.
Case 2: |u2|= q− p− 1.
The case where |u3|= q− p− 1 is similar.
Case 2.1: |u3|= q− p− 1.
If p6|u1|¡2p (respectively, p6|u4|¡2p), then u is (2; p; q)-special by De1nition
1(2) (respectively, De1nition 1(3)).
If |u1|¡p, then the 1rst n-segment u′ of u is not (3; p; q)-special and by Lemma 9,
u′ is therefore d-periodic. We proceed similarly when |u4|¡p.
The above allows us to restrict our attention to the case where |u1|¿2p and |u4|¿2p.
By De1nition 1(1), q =2p and by De1nition 3(1), q =3p. First, consider the case
where 2q =3p. Let u′1 be the last 2p-segment of u1 and u′4 the 1rst 2p-segment of
u4. Since |u′1ou2|¿p+ q, by Theorem 2 the word u′1ou2 looks like
(a1 : : : ad)2p
′
oa2 : : : ad(a1 : : : ad)q
′−p′−1:
Similarly, u3ou′4 looks like
(b1 : : : bd)q
′−p′−1b1 : : : bd−1o(b1 : : : bd)2p
′
:
Since u is locally p-periodic and locally q-periodic, u′1ou2ou3ou
′
4 therefore looks like
(a1 : : : ad)2p
′
oa2 : : : ad(a1 : : : ad)q
′−p′−1o(a2 : : : ada1)q
′−p′−1a2 : : : ado(a2 : : : ada1)2p
′
:
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Now, note that in the case where 2q=3p, by De1nition 3(2)(3) we get |u1|¿p + q
and |u4|¿p+ q. But this situation is eliminated by De1nition 3(6).
Case 2.2: |u3| = q− p− 1.
If p6|u1|¡2p, then u is (2; p; q)-special by De1nition 1(2).
If |u1|¡p, then we proceed as in Case 2.1 when |u3| =2p−1 and |u3| =−q−1+2p.
When |u3|=2p−1, we have |u4|¿q−p by De1nition 3(5). In this case, |u3ou4|¿p+q
and u3ou4 is d-periodic by Theorem 2. Since |u1ou2|¡q, it is easy to see that u is
d-periodic as well. When |u3|= − q − 1 + 2p, we have |u4|¡q or |u4|¿p + q by
De1nition 3(3). The situation of |u4|¡q is eliminated since |u|¿n and |u1|¡p. Hence
|u4|¿p + q leads to u4 being d-periodic and the result follows as in the case when
|u3|=2p− 1.
If |u1|¿2p, then by De1nition 1(3), |u3ou4|¿2p and by De1nition 1(1), q =2p.
First, if |u3|=2p − 1, then |u4|¿q − p by De1nition 3(5). Here |u1ou2|¿p + q and
u1ou2 is therefore d-periodic by Theorem 2 and the same is true for u3ou4. It is
then seen that u is d-periodic. Second, if |u3|¿2p − 1, then u1ou2 is d-periodic as
well as u2ou3. It is then seen that u is d-periodic. Third, if |u3|¡2p − 1, then we
1rst consider the case where q¡2p and |u3|= − q − 1 + 2p. In this case, |u4|¡q
or |u4|¿p + q by De1nition 3(3). But since |u3ou4|¿2p, we have |u4|¿p + q. By
Theorem 2, u3ou4 is d-periodic and the same is true for u1ou2. It is then seen that u
is d-periodic. If q2p or |u3| = − q − 1 + 2p, then u can be factorized as u′1u′2u′3
where ‖Hole(u′2)‖=3; |u′2|= n, u′2 is not (3; p; q)-special, and u′2 includes the last
2p positions of u1 and the 1rst 2p positions of u3ou4. The result holds for u′2 and
consequently for u itself.
The bound 2(p+ q) turns out to be optimal for three holes. The following builds a
partial word showing this optimality.
Proposition 2. Let p and q be positive integers satisfying 1¡p¡q; gcd(p; q)= 1;
and q =p + 1. For q≡ 1 (modp); the partial word u(3; p; q) over {a; b} of length
2(p + q) − 1 de8ned by (u(3; p; q))o=(u(2;p; q))oo is not (3; p; q)-special; but is locally
p-periodic and locally q-periodic. However; u(3; p; q) is not 1-periodic.
As an example with p=3 and q=7, the partial word u(3;3;7) has companion
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
a a b | a a b | a a o | o a a | b a a | b a a | o
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